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The 18th Century Back in the days before mass media, the latest trends needed to be disseminated to the
general public. There were fashion plates, which illustrated the latest styles. But as we all know, seeing a dress
in a magazine and seeing it in the store are two very different things. Furthermore, clothing was extremely
extremely expensive. If the rich and fabulous were going to be spending that much money on something, they
had better know exactly what they were getting. Scholars differ on the origin of the fashion doll. Some trace it
to seventeenth century France, others trace it to Renaissance Italy. A fashion doll was made of either wood or
plaster, and had a painted on face some even had glass eyes and a fashionable hairstyle made from flax or
wool. They showcased the latest fashions coming from Paris, which was already the fashion capital of the
world, and were shipped all over the world. Their importance was so great that they even received diplomatic
immunity. In , for example, when France and England were at war with each other again, fashion dolls were
exempt from the embargo on enemy imports, given an "inviolable passport", and even a cavalry escort. These
dolls showcased the couture of the day, the highest and newest of styles, and women clamored for them. After
all, fashion takes precedence over everything. Even religion, as one satirist noted. When Marie Antoinette was
picking out her wedding trousseau for her marriage to Louis XVI, Hofburg was filled to the brim with fashion
dolls bearing the latest Parisian styles. Carrolly Erickson describes the array as wearing "ball gowns, afternoon
dresses, robes and petticoats in a score of delicate shades, the silks embroidered with floral designs or silk
ribbon applique, the borders trimmed with serpentine garlands of silver and gold lace, The 20th Century
Fashion dolls emerged out of the need to get information from one place to the other. With the technical
innovations of the 20th century, the fashion doll seems to be an obsolete article of the past. However, the
fashion dolls made their triumphant return in In , France was liberated from German occupation, but their
economy was in ruins and many people were without food or homes. What was decided on was the use of
dolls, 27 inches tall, dressed in exact replicas of the couture collections. Everything from hats to shoes to furs
to accessories were replicated in exact and miniature detail. To avoid the connotations of dolls as toys, and to
create something new, it was decided that the dolls should not be solid. Artist Eliane Bonabel designed basic
wire structures to exhibit the outfits, and Catalan sculptor Rebull created heads so that the dolls could have
fashionable hairstyles. On March 27, , the exhibition opened to the public at the Pavillion Marsan. It was a
smash hit, people from the war torn country being desperate for glamor, beauty, and a bit of normalcy in their
lives. Besides the hauntingly lit dolls in their sets, there was also a display about the couture industry and
historic fashion drawings. The exhibition brought in a million francs for the relief effort, and brought couture
back to the forefront of the social consciousness. After the war ended in , Dautry decided to take the exhibition
on tour, saying "France has little, alas, to export, but she has her appreciation of beautiful things and the skill
of her couture houses In , they were moved from their makeshift storage to the Maryhill Museum of Art in
Goldendale, Washington, where they were once again forgotten. Then, in , they were found by historian
Stanley Garfinkel, and in the restored dolls were put on display once again. David Seidner took new
photographs of the dolls, which were recently put on exhibition at the International Center of Photography in
New York City, along with one of the original dolls. I was lucky enough to get to see these photographs, as
well as the doll, which was simply stunning. The sheer talent that went into making the little blue polka dot
dress blew me away. The Survival of Haute Couture. The 21st Century I was very interested to recently
discover that the fashion doll has made a reappearance, this time as art. Unlike the incarnations before them,
these dolls are not used to share fashion ideas with the world. Instead, they are art, an expensive decoration for
the fashionable mind to display in their home. Thus the purpose of the fashion doll has transformed from
practical to artistic, reinforcing the notion that clothes are not just something you put on your body, but can be
an artistic expression of ideas and individuality. From left to right: Note the hairstyles of a few of these dolls.
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The updo is reminiscent of the tall hairstyles worn by fashionable ladies in the late 18th century, a trend
popularized by Marie Antoinette. I just thought the parallel was interesting.
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She was the expert on collecting antique dolls and sharing her extensive knowledge with collectors and dollmakers
alike. This book is the revised version of "Collecting French Fashion Dolls" originally written with her husband, Vernon
Seeley, and published by HP Books.

Jump to navigation Jump to search The original Barbie fashion doll from March Fashion dolls are dolls
primarily designed to be dressed to reflect fashion trends. They are manufactured both as toys for children to
play with and as collectibles for adult collectors. The dolls are usually modeled after teen girls or adult
women, though child, male, and even some non-human variants exist. Contemporary fashion dolls are
typically made of vinyl or another plastic. Recently, 3D software versions have appeared. An early form of the
fashion dolls were French bisque dolls from the midth century. However, fashion dolls were commonly used
throughout the courts of France and Spain as early as the 16th century to show the tactile qualities of fashion
which could not be incorporated into the paintings. The size of the Barbie, But fashion dolls have been made
in many different sizes varying from Costumers and seamstresses use fashion dolls as a canvas for their work.
Customizers repaint faces, reroot hair, or do other alterations to the dolls themselves. Many of these works are
one-of-a-kind. These artists are usually not connected to the original manufacturers and sell their work to
collectors. History and types[ edit ] Bisque doll advertising from the French company Jumeau , The earliest
bisque dolls from French companies were fashion dolls. These dominated the market between approximately
and Cissy sported a pronounced bosom and high-heeled shoes. Barbie has been an important part of the toy
fashion doll market for fifty years. Many fashion doll lines have been inspired by Barbie, or launched as
alternatives to Barbie. Tammy was created by the Ideal Toy Company in American Character Doll Company
released their " Tressy " fashion doll in to compete with Barbie. In the late s and early s Ideal released several
other large fashion dolls with hair with adjustable length. The Crissy Doll and friends are 16" and Velvet Doll
and friends are 18". Integrity Toys released the Fashion Royalty line of 12" dolls conceived and created by
Jason Wu in which included characters such as Dania Zarr and Baroness Agness Von Weiss, marketed to adult
collectors. In , Superdoll Collectibles London artists Desmond Lingard and Charles Fegen, created Sybarites ,
16" resin artist-dolls as fashion dolls for adult collectors. Paul Pham also creates 16" Numina dolls under the
company name Dollcis for adult collectors. Fulla is marketed to children of Islamic and Middle-Eastern
countries as an alternative to Barbie. The concept of her evolved around , and she hit stores in late Blythe
dolls with oversized heads and color changing eyes were originally made by American company Kenner but
are now produced by Japanese company Takara. Another doll with an oversized head, Pullip , was created in
in Korea. Japanese fashion dolls marketed to children include Licca introduced in and Jenny introduced in by
Takara Tomy. They are between Integrity Toys expanded into the 16" size with their FR: These dolls are
mostly marketed to adult collectors.
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Fee per academic year: You will start in January and study continuously through Summer till August and
progress into the second year in September of the same year. This means that you will be able to save on
living costs during your studies and enter employment more quickly. When you have satisfactorily completed
your first year you will have four weeks of Summer holiday before starting your 2nd year on the16th of
September Fashion Design is the application of art, creativity and aesthetics to clothing and other lifestyle
accessories. It is a global business and one of the largest employers of the world workforce. This exciting,
lucrative and growing market sector has many rich employment opportunities for fashion graduates including
fashion design, fashion buying, pattern cutting, merchandising, marketing and trend predictions. The Marbella
Design Academy enjoys an excellent alumni of qualified designers working successfully in the fashion
industry. By choosing to study Fashion Design at Marbella Design Academy, you will find yourself
surrounded by a hub of internationally acclaimed fashion designers and creative people. Fashion Design is big
business. Being a professional Fashion Designer is a great career with many opportunities to either create your
own brands and collections or to gain employment in one of the numerous fashion houses worldwide. The
purpose built campus has been designed as an inspirational place to think, create and learn and share ideas
equipped with the latest technologies and facilities expected of a modern education centre. Our academic staff
are highly experienced and have all worked in this demanding industry in many parts of the world. This
innovative course will give you a professional insight to all the different job roles and career opportunities that
exist within the fashion industry. You will have the opportunity to learn not only the theoretical and practical
skills essential for fashion design, but also essential personal skills such as self-confidence, presentation,
organisation, the ability to work with others and an opportunity to discover and express your own creative
identity. The first year of the programme will cover basic skills such as freehand drawing, design history,
fashion illustration, computer aided design CAD , technical sewing machine skills, research skills, how to
develop a design idea from initial research through to final outcome and essential pattern cutting and
construction techniques. The first year of study is about exploration and experimentation. The second year of
study will build and enhance your existing skills with further exploration of the creative fashion design
process, trend awareness and live industry projects. In your final and 3rd year of study is all about you as a
designer, you will design and produce a final Runway collection which will be show cased at the end of the
academic year always successful EXPOs. This is your chance to push your creative and technical skills and
showcase your work as an emerging fashion designer. You will produce an industry-ready portfolio with
styled photography shoots and highly polished design work will be your selling point to achieve a position
within industry on graduation. We offer an excellent academic and technical programme of study in a purpose
built, well equipped campus. In addition we pride ourselves on the way we support our students in their
academic studies, with pastoral student support. In return, we ask that you commit to work hard, display good
attendance and make full use of all that is available to you at the Marbella Design Academy. To me, Fashion is
not restricted to only clothing and beauty, but it is all encompassing in creativity and expression. Fashion can
define you as a person. I have during my study at Marbella Design Academy learnt so much about fashion
design and the industry, from freehand drawing to developing clothes collections to the actual sewing and
finishing. I have also learnt a lot about Marketing, how to make your own business, fashion show presentation
and even jewellery making. You study with students from more than 45 different nationalities and cultures. It
is a great inspiration with so many different approaches and ideas for collections. The students are offered
great opportunities to enter in the working world with design competitions and fashion shows during their
study. Our Fashion teachers are great. I really liked studying at Marbella Design Academy because we had no
creative restrictions. We were given the opportunity to experiment and create exactly what we wanted. The
employment rate among our graduates is outstanding. Nearly all enjoy a successful career within their chosen
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field. Students are given the opportunity to gain hands-on experience through a 6 weeks work placement in a
real world environment during the third year of study. Marbella Design Academy is an exclusive design
school with a family-like atmosphere among students and staff who originate from around the world. Marbella
Design Academy has its very own green screen for video effects. Through the magic of motion video and
green screen technology our students are now able to create amazing motion graphics. Interior students can be
scaled and transported into their own rendered scenes for video presentations. Fashion students can take their
fashion shoots to exotic places and superimpose any digital or virtual background behind the models in their
videos. Graphics students can create Hollywood style visual effects for their projects. This is the process of
isolating a single colour in an electronic image and using software to make that value transparent, allowing
another image or background to show through instead. If the colour of the subject matches the green
background too closely, those areas will also be removed, making a hole through which the background will
show. For this reason bright green is used in the film industry as it is not a colour traditionally worn by TV or
Movie personalities. JJ the owner is a genius when it comes to fixing computer problems. You can call JJ any
time on:
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The article came from my notes for a talk, they are not properly sited so that if you want to use the information
below for a paper, I suggest that you go back to my sources listed below. The majority of the information
came from Antonia Fraser book all of the books below have photos and drawings that add greatly to subject. It
confirms the natural pre-eminence of Paris in the world of fashion to find an English Queen sending over for
the latest French styles as early as the fourteenth century, presumably unsatisfied by the products of her native
country. For the Fashion doll was the earliest method of illustrating for foreigners the current mode in full and
copyable detail-a role later filled by the prettily designed fashion plate, and still later by the glossy fashion
magazine. The Fashion doll makes its first appearance long before such mechanical means of reproduction as
the woodcut and the copperplate. The immense detail of its attire was the most convenient form of conveying
correctly the latest vagaries of dress, word-of-mouth being notoriously unreliable and vague. What were the
early Fashion dolls like? There are a number of literary references to provide us with clues. As this was a
considerable sum for those days, it is to be assumed that the dolls were life-size dummies, made to the
measurements of the English Queen. Again in we find Queen Anne of Brittany, ordering a large doll to be
dressed for the Spanish Queen Isabella the Catholic, who was famous for the attention which she lavished on
her dress. So high were her standards considered to be, in fact, that the doll was dressed twice over, in an
effort to satisfy her. From all this we can conclude that early Fashion dolls were on a larger scale and more
richly dressed than the ordinary play-dolls of the same period. These were known as the Grande Pandore and
the Petite Pandore respectively, and they were the subjects of every extravagant whim of stylish dressing:
What began as an aristocractic whim developed into an important part of the high fashion trade of the
seventeenth century. These Pandoras were sent out by French fashion houses to England, Germany, Spain and
Italy, sometimes to exhibit the details of their dress, and sometimes for the details of their coiffure alone-as in
a doll which Madame de Sevigne sent to her daughter, or the thirty coiffured dolls which were exhibited at the
annual show of Saint-Ovide in The importance of the Parisian fashion doll to Venice is illustrated by the fact
that at the Sensa, the fourteen-day fair in the Piazza San Marco, a doll was annually exhibited clad in the latest
fashion from France, and for the next twelve months this was sedulously copied by local dressmakers as the
current style, until the next little ambassadress arrived to supersede it. The great age of the Fashion doll,
however, was the eighteenth century, when European travel became freer, and numerous small continental
courts sprang up and flourished, with consequent demands upon the wardrobes of their great ladies.
Nevertheless it was always with England that the main French fashion trade was exchanged even during war
of the Spanish Succession, when the hostilities between the two countries might have been expected to hinder
such frivolous interchanges. The Abbe Prevost, writing in at the height of the war, observed: There are
frequent instances of Anglo-French co-operation in fashion throughout the eighteenth century. During the
Regency, Dubois, the French Ambassador to London, later Cardinal Dubois, wrote to a Parisian dressmaker
named Mademoiselle Filon, commissioning a large mannequin to show the ladies of London how the ladies of
Paris were dressed, even down to the details of their underclothing. The answer was that a mannequin of this
type would cost at least francs, and Mademoiselle Filon would not risk the expense unless she was sure of
being reimbursed. One imagines that the future Cardinal, rather than disappoint the ladies of the country to
which he was then accredited, proceeded then to forward the money. In a Parisian milliner, Madame Eloffe,
supplied one of her customers with a life-size doll in Court Dress. Marie Antoinette herself used Rose Bertin
to dress up dolls in the latest fashion for her sisters and her mother, the Empress Maria Theresa of Austria. Nor
did the French Revolution put an end to the fortunes of this illustrious modiste: The French Revolution had an
indirect effect on the dressing of fashion dolls - for by driving a number of aristocratic ladies to London as
penniless emigrees, it inadvertently threw a labour force of skilled embroideresses upon the market. These
ladies now supported themselves desperately with a craft which had once been used merely to while away an
idle hour: French Fashion dolls were not the only ones to adventure across water: It has been brought from
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London by Captain White. Ladies who choose to see it may come or send for it. It is always ready to serve
you. Edmonde Charles-Roux Pub.
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Free Crochet Fashion Clothing for Dolls Patterns Early Dolls What in the early twenty-first century might be
recognized as a true "fashion doll" were those figures that were sent around to the wealthy and stylish
individuals and centers of Europe and, later, American colonies. According to Max von Boehm, the first
recorded wardrobed fashion doll-she was life size-went from the French to English court in By the
seventeenth century, when these French figures were known as "Pandora," the dressing of the head and hair
was as important as the garment. And by the eighteenth century the British were not only receiving but also
sending their own versions of these figures, which seem from the records to have continued the tradition of
being life, or near-life, size. The size perhaps explains why attempts to relate surviving play-dolls from the late
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries to fashion dolls has been unsuccessful. Paper Dolls With the introduction
of printed images of fashion, the need for the expensive creation and transport of a fashionably dressed
three-dimensional figure diminished. Picking up on speed with which printed fashion illustrations could be
distributed, French publishers began issuing both boxed sets and serialized accessorized paper dolls. For
nearly a generation, circa , this type of doll was an important purveyor of fashion information. Outfits
Grounded in Fashion While commercially assembled play-dolls continued to be dressed in current styles, it
was not until the mid-nineteenth century that French doll distributors took a renewed interest in offering a
variety of outfits and accessories based on the latest modes. Known to doll collectors as French Fashion dolls,
these dolls-whatever their body material and articulation-feature a nipped-in waist that makes the dolls
suitable for dressing in the waves of latest fashions for toddlers, children, men, and women between about and
Produced in a defined section of Paris, most of the apparel for these dolls is so finely constructed that they are
truly fashions in miniature, even down to the stamped waistband and hat labels found in Maison Huret
apparel. Tina Cassini It was these play dolls that inspired the Tina Cassini, a doll whose wardrobe was the
creation of the American designer Oleg Cassini, and her contemporary, Barbie, the iconic fashion doll of the
twentieth century. Not only has Barbie been dressed by a studio of personal designers, including Bob Mackie,
but other internationally recognized fashion designers from time to time outfitted her and her family for
purposes of charity, publicity, and pure promotion. Indeed, since about French and other fashion designers
have dressed dolls in their creations for purposes of international exhibitions and fund-raising. In the s a
consortium of French fashion houses dressed France and Marianne in up-to-the-minute detail for the British
princesses. French Fashion Dolls On a parallel track beginning in France in the early s was the fashionable
dressing of dolls and specifically designed figures solely for the purpose of display and not play. Usually these
display figures in series were, in the traditional French manner, attached to a base. The series frequently
illustrated the history of fashion especially as drawn from lifetime or imagined portraits of notables, usually
women. As part of the French Gratitude Train, forty-nine mannequin dolls attired to represent two centuries of
French fashion were created, to complement Theatre de la Mode figures by members of the Syndicat de la
Couture de Paris. These figures are currently found in the collection of the Brooklyn Museum of Art. At this
time other concerns lured or interpreted the creations of contemporary French designers, such as Jacques
Doucet and Paul Poiret. In the early twenty-first century the best-recognized effort to document a moment of
fashion is found at Maryhill, a school in Oregon. Assembled just after World War II, these figures represent an
attempt to remind the world of the artistic uniqueness of all the components of French fashion. Contemporary
Fashion Dolls During the American Civil War, as raffle items at Sanitary Fairs, a variety of dolls were dressed
and outfitted with complex and elaborate wardrobes. Many of these were called Flora McFlimsey, after the
subject of a period poem who was convinced she had nothing to wear, thus leading her to undertake frantic
shopping trips to Paris. In the early s, such charitable work continued as fashion designers were asked to dress
dolls in signature outfits; sometimes they chose the doll, sometimes the doll was chosen for them-which
returns this article to the original dilemma of what exactly constitutes a "fashion doll. These dolls, and their
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attendant "family" members have been created specifically as models for high-fashion garments:
Charles-Roux, Edmonde, et al. The Survival of Haute Couture. Hobby House Press, Le stiff et le cool: Was
this page useful?
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Victorian Fashion Dolls and the Feminine Ideal. It features four gorgeous Victorian dolls and their equally
gorgeous Victorian wardrobes. The dollsâ€”known as Miss Fanchon, Miss G. They have painted bisque heads,
leather bodies, and measure between 18 and 22 inches in height. They were models of perfect Victorian
womanhood. In the Victorian era, well-to-do ladies were expected to dress well and excel in their social and
domestic duties. Fashion dolls gave little girls a chance to play-act the role of a fashionable lady long before
taking on the role in real life. Some Victorians even went so far as to claim that, for little girls, fashion dolls
were a necessary step in cultivating the art of tasteful and effective dressing. The fortunate young girl who
played with one of these dollsâ€”changing clothes for different times of day, paying social calls, hosting tea
parties, and mimicking other grown-up behaviorsâ€”could imagine her future life. Gift of Gardner H. Nicholas
in memory of Mrs. The effect of Victorian fashion dolls on little girls was not entirely dissimilar from the
effect of Victorian fashion plates on mature women. In her book Between Women: Like the images of women
in fashion plates, dolls exemplified ideals of genteel female appearanceâ€¦Both depicted vividly colored,
self-contained figures who represented luxury, elegance, and leisure, and both were designed to inspire a
passion for femininity in girls. Gift of Edward Starr, Jr. There are dresses for every occasion, as well as a full
range of undergarments, outerwear, bonnets, jewelry, fans, and footwear. Each piece is remarkably detailed.
William Hill Steeble and Martha B. Newkirk in memory of their mother, Mrs. In addition to clothing and
accessories, the dolls also come equipped with a plethora of diverse personal items. There are toothbrushes,
combs, books, visiting cards, a sewing kit, and even roller skates. In fact, according to Marcus: For tickets, or
for more information, please contact the Philadelphia Museum of Art. Three doll dresses from Miss Fanchons
Wardrobe, late ss, possibly France.
7: History of Fashion Dolls
Find great deals for Study of the Fashion Dolls of France by Mildred Seeley and Colleen Seeley (, Paperback, Revised).
Study of the Fashion Dolls of France by.

8: What Type of Clothing Do the French Wear? | Our Everyday Life
Enter the fashion doll, aka Pandoras, aka poupÃ©es de mode aka Queen Anne Dolls (called so because Queen Anne ()
was a huge fan of the dolls). Scholars differ on the origin of the fashion doll.

9: Fashion Dolls | LoveToKnow
From the early 17th century to the present, France has developed a fashion culture of its own. This is due in part to
French designers' unique abilities to design clothing that expresses class.
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